APPTIMIZED PRISM
Professional research provided as a managed service to do application security, compliance,
and compatibility evaluation of Microsoft Windows, Apple iOS, and Google Android software.
The static and dynamic analysis of your application estate in a secure and isolated
environment prevents your users and critical systems from cyber-security threats.
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INTELLIGENCE

INDUSTRY STANDARDS

Apptimized Prism provides a
security assessment
of your applications. It detects
potential issues or
noncompliances between
software, OSs, and your
corporate policies.

Evaluate the application behavior
and its interaction with the
existing OS or other components
before deploying it to your
infrastructure. Have control over
changes or data access required
for your software.

Apptimized Prism research is
based on the high-grade
security checklist that can be
adjusted, substituted or
merged with the bespoken
one used in your organization.

APPTIMIZED PRISM BENEFITS:
Security first. The service is provided in a secure sandbox location by Apptimized experts.
Prevent the undiscovered or time-critical issues related to your software's IT security and
avoid pressures of regulatory compliance and security policies.
Application safety. Don't miss out on possible software vulnerabilities relying on
advanced security research based on MITRE methodology, static and dynamic application
analysis, multi-AV scanning, permissions and access assessment, and advanced network
monitoring.
Save budget. Optimization of technology and resource spends using professional
outsourcing services delivered within strict SLAs.
Bringing in external expertise. There is no need to reprofile IT human resources, take
additional responsibilities, add complexity to ALM processes, and increase workloads.
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Application binary
Research task:
security
compliance
compatibility

Running an application in
the secured sandbox and
analyzing all activities,
network traffic, changes
made in OS, or
permission requests.

Application dossier
Apptimized report:
security grade
risk score
mitigation tips
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